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Bradleys, Incorporated is a very busy, fast growing, industrial electric motor repair shop about 15 miles 
northeast Gregory, Texas. We sell and repair medium and large motors and other rotating equipment 
used in a variety of local industries and municipalities. 

We take pride in the high quality of our employees, which is reflected in the high quality of our 
workmanship. Our employees are passionate about the work they do and enjoy coming to work because 
they are challenged by their work; treated with respect, and; they know that their contributions are 
appreciated. 

Winding I (Paid Intern) Summary 

Bradleys is looking for a bright, hardworking individual with a high mechanical aptitude and great attention 
to detail to train to become an electric motor winder/rewinder and mechanic. 

This is a fabulous opportunity to learn a valuable new trade in an exciting industry while also getting paid 
a competitive salary. In this position you will learn how to: 

 Measure AC stators, DC field frames and armatures and various AC and DC coils
 Record a motor's internal connections, turns, wire count, wires in hand, wire size, wire span, etc.
 Clean winding cores and prepare them for insulation
 Design insulation systems for winding cores and winding systems
 Manufacture coils from copper to be reinserted into winding cores
 Install various coils into stator cores
 Weld copper connections
 Operate various test equipment to analyze new and old windings
 Much more!

If you are hungry to learn a new trade and just need a chance to prove yourself, this could be the life-
changing opportunity you have been waiting for! 

This may be a intern position, but we guarantee that your salary will grow at the same rate as your 
ability. 

Sincerely,  

Management 




